
ACADEMIC WRITING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 2012

We begin with a focus on your writing strategies. 1. Academic Writing for Graduate Students, 3rd Edition: Essential
Skills and Tasks Michigan ELT, .

This was my first time teaching a graduate level academic writing course and the sections that were most
relevant helpful to everyone I had a variety of grad students from various disciplines were the sections that
focused less on the paper and more on specific academic language e. Furthermore, there was various errors
which were not picked up by the editing staff which gave my class a few laughs. However, most of the
examples of writing are quite simplistic and obviously geared towards demonstrating a particular writing
exercise. Whilst the text itself was appropriate, many questions which accompanied it to consolidate the
reader's grasp of the text were meaningless and superfluous, with poor or ambiguous instructions. This edition
of Academic Writing for Graduate Students, like its predecessors, has many special features: It is based on the
large body of research literature dealing with the features of academic or research English and extensive
classroom experience. Finns i lager! It includes a rich variety of tasks and activities, ranging from small-scale
language points to issues of how students can best position themselves as junior researchers. Explains
understanding the intended audience, the purpose of the paper, and academic genres; includes the use of
task-based methodology, analytic group discussion, and genre consciousness-raising; shows how to write
summaries and critiques; features "language focus" sections that address linguistic elements as they affect the
wider rhetorical objectives; and helps students position themselves as junior scholars in their academic
communities. I would recommend it for students with a non-English speaking background. It provides
assistance with writing part-genres problem-solutions and Methods and Discussion sections and genres book
reviews,research papers. Often I would wonder why on earth I was doing such pointless questions. Otherwise,
it is a decent, standard guide that is inoffensive. It is as much concerned with developing academic writers as it
is improving academic texts. Skickas inom vardagar. It's difficult to translate this simple example to
challenging academic articles in specific fields. Among the many changes in the third edition: newer, longer,
and more authentic texts and examples greater discipline variety in texts added texts from hard sciences and
engineering more in-depth treatment of research articles greater emphasis on vocabulary issues revised
flow-of-ideas section additional tasks that require students to do their own research more corpus-informed
content The Commentary has also been revised and expanded. Its approach is analytical and rhetorical-users
apply analytical skills to the discourses of their chosen disciplines to explore how effective academic writing
is achieved.


